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SUMMARY
1. Efflux experiments using guinea pig papillary muscles are described which reveal
rapidly exchanging fractions of cellular or cell surface K+, Rb+ and Cs+.
2. The amounts of rapidly exchanging ions are dependent on the extracellular but not
on the intracellular concentrations of these ions.
3. The amounts of rapidly exchanging ions at varying external ion concentrations can
be described by Langmuir adsorption isotherms which were postulated from earlier influx
experiments.
4. The half-lives of the rapid K+, Rb+ or Cs+ exchange are independent of extra- and
intracellular concentrations and are similar to those of resting potential changes after
changing the extracellular K+, Rb+ or Cs+ concentration.
5. These Findings and the earlier reported precise prediction of the relative influence
of extracellular K+, Rb+ and Cs+ on the resting potential support the hypothesis that
the resting potential is dependent on the adsorption of K+, Rb+ and Cs+ to anionic sites
of the cell membrane.
6. Some experiments are discussed which could be suitable to test the hypothesis that
adsorption of K+, Rb+ and Cs+ at the cell membrane determines the resting potential.
7. An equation which describes the resting potential as a phase boundary potential
is proposed.
INTRODUCTION
Accumulation of K+-ions in cell membranes has long been considered to play an im
portant role in the transport mechanism of K* across cell membranes. For example,
Epstein and Hagen assume from experiments with barley roots a specific binding of the
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alkali-metal ions K+, Rb+ and Cs+ to membrane located carriers.1 Ling postulates an
adsorption-desorption migration of K+, Rb* and Cs+ into living cells at which the rate
of entry is proportional to the cation adsorption at superficial anionic sites.2,3 Experi
mental evidence for an accumulation of K+ and other alkali-metal ions in membranes
has been provided by several authors. For example, a specific binding of K+ in yeast cell
membranes has been demonstrated by Conway and Duggan.4 Beauge and Sjodin conclude
that C$+-ion$ are passively accumulated in a superficial reservoir of frog sartorius muscle.5
Gyorgyi and Kanyar interpret results from flux measurements of erythrocytes by an
accumulation of K*, Rb+ and Cs+ with different affinities in a membrane compartment.6
Henderson and Voile suppose a small but very concentrated pool of K+ in the membrane
of frog sartorius muscle.7 Autoradiographic studies by Szentkuti and Giese support the
idea of a relatively high accumulation of Cs+ in the membrane of mouse skeletal muscle.8
Furthermore, a rapid exchange of cellular alkali-metal ions has been observed repeatedly.9"15
Especially, the competitive characteristics of the fast 42 К exchange in the smooth muscle
of guinea pig taenia coli led Goodford to conclude that the fast exchanging ions might
be associated with fixed anions on the cell surface.10,11
Whereas the physiological significance of an alkali-metal ion accumulation in mem
branes has been discussed with regard to transport processes, little attention has been
paid to a possible significance concerning the resting potential (RP): If negative sites of
cell membranes are partly occupied by K+-ions, the RP or at least the potential profile
of the RP should be influenced by the amount of occupied and vacant negative sites.
According to the membrane theory, the RP can be described by the Goldman-HodgkinKatz equation approximately as a function of extra- and intracellular K+ and Na+ con
centrations and of the permeabilities of these ions in the membrane.16,17 Even if the
potential profile would be influenced by an adsorption of alkali-metal ions at the cell
membrane, a direct correlation between adsorption and the measurable overall potential
difference between inside and outside is not to be expected since the Goldman-HodgkinKatz equation can be derived from different assumptions about potential profiles in the
membrane.18 According to the association-induction hypothesis, the RP is a phase bound
ary potential caused by superficial anionic sites whose number is determined by the ad
sorption of K+-ions at the available superficial anionic sites.2,3 Therefore, if an adsorp
tion of K+ can be detected, one would expect a correlation between the adsorbed amount
of

and the RP.

The objective of the present study was to find out whether a relation exists between
the RP and fast exchanging K+, Rb+ and Cs+ in guinea pig papillary muscle cells. The
amounts of rapidly exchanging K+, Rb+ and Cs* were evaluated at the same extracellular
ion concentrations which have been used for earlier reported RP measurements.19,20 It
was expected that our experiments would support one of the above-mentioned alternative
theories about the origin of the RP.21
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METHODS
Papillary muscles were taken from right anti left ventricles o f guinea pigs weighing 300350 g. A muscle was fixed with a preload of 0.5 guild stim ulated( 2 Hz, 2msec, 5-10V )
in a perspex chamber (see Fig. 1) containing 5 ml o f a Tyrode solution of the following
composition (in mmoles/liter): NaCl, 118;NaHC03, 25; KH2P 04, 1.2;CaCl2, 2.5;MgCl2,
1.2; glucose, 11; KC1 and RbCl or CsCl were added to yield one of the external K+ and
Rb+ or Cs+ concentrations given in Figure 2 and Table l .T o maintain the pH at 7.4,
5% C 0 2-95% 0 2 was bubbled through the solution of the perspex chamber. The chamber

Figure 1. Perspex chamber which was used for the efflux experiments with guinea pig papillary
muscles. (W) washer; (S) stimulating electrodes; (M) muscle; the arrows indicate the direction of the
flow of the perfusion solution.

was kept in a warming bath with a temperature of 37°C. The solution was labeled with
42 K, 86 Rb or 134Cs and 0.02 ml of this solution was assayed for radioactivity in a welltype crystal scintillation counter. After an appropriate time interval, the chamber was
brought into the well-type scintillation counter and perfused with a nonradioactive solu
tion of the same composition and temperature as the labeled solution. The perfusion rate
was 1 1/min during the first 10 sec, then about 80 ml/min. (A perfusion rate o f 1 1/min
during the first 10 sec was necessary to reduce the radioactivity in the perspex chamber
without muscle to a negligible value. The low radioactivity remaining in the chamber after
this procedure decreased so slowly during an efflux experiment that it could be detected
approximately at the end of the experiment.) Starting 10 sec after the beginning o f the
perfusion, the remaining radioactivity in the muscle was measured continuously at appro
priate time intervals. After the end o f the efflux experiment the muscle was dried, weighed
immediately (10-15 mg) and assayed for radioactivity in a suitable perspex chamber,
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brought into the well-type scintillation counter. The radioactivity detected in such a
manner corresponded to the value calculated by subtracting the above-mentioned low
radioactivity of the perfused perspex chamber without muscle from the finally measured
radioactivity of the efflux experiment.
Tlte values of the radioactivity in the muscles at given time intervals during an efflux
experiment were fitted by a sum of 2 or 3 exponential functions. For this purpose, a
program derived from reports of Fletcher and Powell22 and Fletcher and Rooves23 by
Huelsman24 was used. Computing was carried out in the Computer Center of the Univer
sity of Saarland, local division Homburg/Saar (CD 3150).
An estimation of the extracellular space of the papillary muscles was made by the
conventional method of measuring the inulin space. Muscles were incubated for at least 2
hours in Tyrode solutions containing 1 mg/ml 14C-labeled inulin. (The Ту rode solutions
and other conditions of these experiments were the same as those described for labeling
muscles with 42K ,86 Rb or I34Cs.) Then the muscles were removed from the bathing solu
tions, blotted dry, quickly weighed and incubated for 10 hours in solutions of known
volume containing no probe material. The amounts of inulin in these solutions were eval
uated after assaying 0.5 ml of each solution for 14C radioactivity in a liquid j3-scin filiation
counter.
RESULTS
Typical efflux curves are plotted in Figure 2. Corresponding to Figure 2a,b,c, all K+,
Rb+ and Cs+ efflux curves reveal a fast exchanging fraction (AK> ARb or ACs) which dis
appears with a half-life of about 0.5 min. In contrast to the K+ curves (Fig. 2d), the
Rb+ and Cs+ curves reveal a second relatively rapidly exchanging fraction (B Rb or B ^ )
which disappears with a half-life of 5 min to 6 min (BRb, Fig. 2e,f) and 12 min to 14 min
(Ba , Fig. 2h), respectively.
If the muscles were exposed to the labeled solutions for a longer time than about 5 halflives of the respective fractions A and B, the normalized counting rates of these fractions
(normalized to muscle weight and specific radioactivity of the labeled solution) were in
dependent of the exposure time or the total intracellular radioactivity (Fig. 2a,f). There
fore, it can be concluded that the rapidly exchanging ions represented by A and В were
not mixed with the bulk of intracellular K+, Rb+ and Cs+ and that the compartments
which are indicated by A and В had the same specific radioactivity as the labeled solu
tions, hence the amounts of K+, Rb+ and Cs+ represented by A and В could be evaluated.
These amounts at different external fC \ Rb* and Cs+ concentrations are presented in
Table 1.
It could be shown that the amounts of rapidly exchanging Rb+ and Cs+ are not de
pendent on the intracellular Rb+ and Cs+ concentrations: Papillary muscles were loaded
for different lengths of time (up to 6 hours) in labeled solutions containing the K+, R b+
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and Cs+ concentrations given in Table 1. Whereas, at the beginning of the efflux experi
ments the intracellular Rbf or Cs+ concentrations varied markedly, the amounts of
rapidly exchanging R b+ or Cs+ were only dependent on the extracellular Rb* or Cs+ con
centrations, corresponding to the results of Table 1.

Table 1. Amounts of rapidly exchanging K+, Rb* and Cs* in guinea pig papillary muscles. The efflux
experiments which yielded the presented results were started 2 hours after incubating the muscles in
the solutions containing the given K+ , Rb+ and Cs+ concentrations. The solutions were labeled at least
10 min (4:K), 30 min (a6Rb), or 60 min (,34Cs) before the beginning of a K+, Rb+ or Cs+ efflux
experiment.
Rapid exchanging fractions, mean and standard error
(mmoles/kg muscle wet wt.)
7 ^ » 13 min
T4l^0.S min
m*n

External
concentration
(mmoles/liter)
K+

Rb+

Cs+

AK

5

З .Ь 0 .2 (9 )*

10

4.7* 0.3 (7)

15

6.1*0.2 (7)

20

7.0* 0.4 (7)

BRb

*Cs

ARb

5

5

0.9±0.i (7)

1.8* 0.2 (7)

5

10

1.9±0.2 (6)

2.6* 0.2 (6)

5

15

BCs

2.910.2 (6)

2.6*0.2 (6)

5

5

0.8* 0.1 (7)

1.0* 0.2 (7)

5

10

1.8* 0.2 (6)

1.5*0.2 (6)

5

15

2.6*0.3 (6)

1.9* 0.3 (6)

"Numbers in parentheses are the numbers of experiments.

Similarly, the amount of rapidly exchanging K+ seems not to be dependent on the
intracellular K+ concentration according to some preliminary experiments: Papillary mus
cles were incubated for several hours in solutions containing 5 mM K+ and 15 mM Rb+,
then for 30 min in solutions containing 5 mM K* labeled with 42 K. Although at the
beginning of the following efflux experiments the intracellular K+ was markedly and
differently reduced, the measured AK corresponded to the AK given in Table 1 for an
external concentration of 5 mM K+.
From the results of Table 1 and extracellular space measurements, it can be excluded
that the rapidly exchanging fractions are completely attributable to extracellular water com
partments. At different extracellular concentrations of K+, K+ and Rb+ or K* and Cs+ (up
to 20 mM altogether), the inulin space of the papillary muscles was found to be 20±2% at
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Time (min)
Figure 2. Typical efflux curves. The ordinate represents the concentration ratio of 43 K, 86 Rb or
,34Cs in a muscle to 43 К , 84 Rb or ,34Cs in the respective external labeled solution. The efflux experi
ments were carried out after first incubating the muscles for 2 hours in nonlabelcd and labeled solu
tions. The external K+, Rb+ and Cs+ concentrations during the whole experiment, and the time the
muscles were incubated in a labeled solution are: (a,I) 5 mM K+, 10 min; (a,II) 5 m.W K+. 30 min:
(b) 20 mM K+, 10 min; (c.Rb+) 5 mM K+ + 15 mM Rb+ , 30 min; (e) 5 mM K+ + 5 mM Rb+, 30 min;
(f,I) 5 mM K+ + 15 mM Rb*, 30 min; (f,II) 5 mM K* + 15 mM Rb+, 120 min; (g) 5 mM K+ + 15 mM
Rb+, 120 min (With this experiment Rb+ was omitted during the efflux o f 84Rb.); (h) 5 mM K+ +
5 mM Cs+, 85 min. (a,II) and (d), (c,Rb+) and (f,I), (c.Cs+) and (h) are taken respectively from the
same experiment. The plotted values were fitted by a sum of 2 or 3 (f,I) exponential functions. A*,
ARb» BRb and BCS represent the most rapidly decreasing exponential functions. The half-lives of
these exponential functions are about 0.5 min (A^, А дй), about 6 min (Br d) and about 14 min
(BCs). AKf|, of (a), ACs of (c) and BRt>in of (f) are not plotted since they are similar to the plotted
AK,b ARb and ®RD.I*

2 hours exposure and 4 hours exposure to l4C-labeled inulin. Therefore, it is concluded
that AK contains a fraction which is not present in the extracellular water, (e.g.. If AK
would be distributed only in the extracellular water it would represent an extracellular
space of more than 60% at an external concentration of 5 mM K+.) Furthermore, it is
concluded that ARb and ACs may represent the extracellular Rb+ and Csf content since
according to Table 1 ARbCs ^ 0 .1 8 cRbCs (c: external concentration, mmoles/liter =
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mmoles/kg).
Figure 2g shows an efflux curve of a papillary muscle which was incubated in the usual
manner in a solution containing 5 mM K+ and 15 mM Rb+. During the efflux Rb+ was
omitted. The efflux curve exhibits a relatively high fraction with a half-life of 6 min.
Relatively high rapidly exchanging fractions were also observed for K+ and Cs+ experi
ments at which the external K+ or Cs+ concentration was lowered during the efflux.
In order to find out whether the rapidly exchanging amounts of К*. Rb+ and Cs+
are dependent on the action potential and/or on the contraction, we made efflux experi
ments similar to those described in the legend of Table 1 without stimulating the papillary
muscles. The results were not significantly different from those of Table 1.

DISCUSSION
Correspondence Between Rapidly Exchanging Am ounts o f K+, R h* and Cs+ and Postulated
Adsorption
In earlier reports,19,20 it was shown that the relative influence of K*, Rb+ and Cs+ on
the RP of guinea pig papillary muscle cells could be precisely predicted with the following
assumptions of the association-induction hypothesis:
1. The rate of influx of K+, Rb+ and Cs+ is proportional to a competitive adsorption
of these ions at the cell membrane.
2. The RP is a function of the adsorbed amount of K+, Rb+ and Cs+.
From influx measurements using perfused guinea pig hearts, the following adsorption
isotherms were derived according to the First assumption:25,26

=
N0

kic»
1+kjq+kjCj

(1)

in which i and j represent K+, Rb* or Cs+; N s the number of adsorption sites which are
occupied by the ith ion; N0 the total number of adsorption sites; k^ the adsorption con
stants in (mmoles/liter)"1 (k K: 0.19; kRb: 0.28; kCs: 0.10); and Cy the extracellular con
centrations in (mmoles/liter).
The second assumption was tested by comparing the RPs at two different external
concentrations of K* and Rb+ or Cs+, which should yield the same amount (Nf+Nj) of
adsorbed (K^+Rb4, or Cs4) according to equation 1. It was found that at equal (N j+Nj)
the measured RPs were equal.19,20
Now we have measured rapidly exchanging amounts of K+, R b+ and Cs+ which exceed
those expected from the extracellular water. In accordance with the literature given in
the introduction, a conceivable interpretation would be that the rapidly exchanging ions
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which are not attributable to the extracellular water represent adsorbed ions at the cell
membrane. We have already mentioned that extracellular space measurements support
the idea that A Kb and ACj. arc extracellular and that AK contains an extracellular frac
tion. Denoting this fraction A'K and assuming that A'K = 0.18 cK (cK: external K+ con
centration) corresponding to AKl) and ACs, the fraction (A K-AR) should represent K*ions which are not dissolved in the extracellular water. The values of (A K-A’K), BRb and
BCs at different external concentrations (Table 1) are plotted in Figure 3. Since we sup
posed that we have detected the postulated adsorbed ions, we have tried to fit the plotted
values by the adsorption isotherms described by equation 1 (drawn lines). We got a max
imum value of 4.5 mmoles/kg muscle wet weight for (AK-A'K), BRb and BCs. We conclude
from the good fit of our data and the earlier reported precise prediction of the relative
influence of fC \ Rb* and Cs+ on the RP that the RP may be dependent on the total
amount of rapidly exchanging fractions (AK-A'K), BRb and BCs. which may represent
the postulated adsorbed K+, Rb+ and Cs+ at the cell membrane.

cex (mM)
Figure 3. Amounts o f rapidly exchanging K+, Rb+ and Cs+ in guinea pig papillary’ muscles. The
abscissa represents the external K+, Rb+ or Cs+ concentration in mmoles/liter; with the Rb+ and Cs+
experiments an additional 5 mM K+ were present in the external solution. (AK-A ^) (•), B r & (o) and
Bcs (+) (left ordinate) are taken from Table 1 with A * = 0.18 cex (see text). The drawn lines repre
sent hypothetical adsorption isotherms which are described by equation 1. The right ordinate repre
sents the postulated fraction of adsorption sites which are occupied by K+ . Rb+ or Cs+.

Correspondence Between the Half-Lives o f A к , В Rb and B Cs and the Half-Lives o f the
R P Changes after Changing the External K *, Rb* or Cs+ Concentration
The last mentioned hypothesis is also supported by the following findings: It was
reported that with guinea pig papillary muscle cells a new stable RP is reached about 2
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min, 25 min or 60 min after changing the K*, Rb+ or Cs+ concentration in the incubating
solutions,19,20 and it was suggested that the different ions may occupy adsorption sites
of the cell membrane after different lengths o f time.20 A more precise investigation re
vealed that after a K+, RbT or Cs+ concentration change in the incubating solution the
half-lives of the RPchanges are about 0.5, 6, or 13 min, respectively (see Fig. 4). These halflives correspond to the half-lives of the fractions AK, BRb or BCs. Since the half-lives
of these fractions and of the RP changes are both independent of the extra- and intra
cellular K+, Rb* or Cs+ concentrations, and of the RP, the RP change after an external
concentration change may be interpreted as follows: The K+, Rb+ or Cs+ concentration
in the compartment corresponding to the fraction (AK-A'K), BRb or BCs, is no longer in
equilibrium with the external concentration and a new equilibrium is reached with the halflife of about 0.5 min, 6 min or 13 min. Parallel to the ion concentration change in the
mentioned compartment, the RP changes. (Since AK could be fitted by one exponential
function with a half-life o f about 0.5 min, similar to those o f ARb and ACs> it can be
concluded that the K+-ions of the compartment indicated by (AK-AR) exchange with
K*-ions o f the extracellular space with a half-life much shorter than 0.5 min. Therefore,
the RP change after an external K+ concentration change should be much faster in single
muscle fibers of the papillary muscle.)

Time (min)
Figure 4. RP changes of 3 papillary muscle cells (not surface Fibers) after changing the external
concentration from 5 mM K+ to: (K+) 20 mM K*; (Rb+) 5 mM K+ + 15 mM Rb+; (C$+) 5 mM K+ +
15 mM Cs+. The concentration change was carried out at time t - 0. ARP (ordinate) is the difference
between the measured RP at time t and the new stable RP.
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The results in Figure 2g and corresponding results can be interpreted in the following
manner: For efflux experiments carried out with external K+. Rb+ or Cs*" concentrations
different from those of the labeling procedures, the rapidly exchanging fractions corre
spond to the external K \ R bf or Cs* concentrations during the labeling procedures and
are exchanged in the usual manner. But in such experiments the efflux rate of the cyto
plasmic К * Rb+ or Cs+ will change due to the RP change, which is dependent on the
respectively adsorbed amount of KT, Rb+ and Cs* at the membrane. For example, if the
external K.+ concentration is 5 mM during influx and efflux and the Rb+ concentration
is changed from 15 mM to 0 mM at the beginning of the efflux, the adsorbed amount
(NK+NHb) will change according to equation 1 from about 0.84 N0 to 0.49 NQ. The
new equilibrium is reached with a half-life of about 6 min. Parallel to the decrease of
(NK+NRb) the RP will change to a higher value. Therefore, the efflux rate of the cyto
plasmic Rb* will decrease until a new stable RP is reached and the efflux curve of Rb~
will exhibit an additional fraction with the same half-life as BKb.
Inferences and Possible Tests
Our results reveal a relation between the RP and the rapidly exchanging fractions
(AK-A'K), BRb and BCs, and it seems reasonable that these fractions represent adsorbed
K+, Rb+ and Cs^ at the cell membrane. We have pointed out in the introduction that a
correlation between the amount of K+ adsorbed at the cell membrane and the RP would
support the association-induction hypothesis, according to which the RP is a phase bound
ary potential, and that such a correlation is not expected according to the membrane
theory which interprets the RP as a diffusion potential. However, the followers of the
membrane theory will argue that the basic assumptions of the association-induction hy
pothesis are not compelling enough to accept this hypothesis even as a working hypoth
esis.* We cannot adopt this opinion as long as the followers of the membrane theory' are
not able to answer at least the following arguments:
1. The resting cell does not command enough energy to operate all the pumps neces
sary' in terms of the membrane theory to maintain the observed asymmetrical solute dis
tribution.3,32,34
2. Under special conditions the RP is not dependent on the intracellular K* concen
tration as it should be according to the diffusion potential concept.35"37
•The criticisms of the membrane theory presented by Ling since 195237 have not received
appropriate answers in print. Conway's criticisms38 of the earlier version of the association-induction
hypothesis have been answered in 1962,3 and the arguments of Katz (see ref. 29, p. 42-45) against
the association-induction hypothesis are based on a misinterpretation of Ling’s ideas. Katz believes
that Ling denies the membrane. However, Ling’s definition of the membrane (see ref. 3, p. 283 and
ref. 30, p. 628) is not very different from that of Katz (see ref. 29, p. 44, footnote). Moreover, the
arguments of Katz concerning the high mobility of intracellular K+-ions have been answered repeatedly.3’31"”
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3. The association-induction hypothesis has made successful quantitative predictions
concerning the cooperative adsorption of K+/Na+ in living cells (see ref. 38, and ref. 30,
Part IV, “Cooperativity in Biological Systems,” p. 325-415).
4. Different K+-ion mobilities in the cytoplasm of living and dead muscle cells have
been observed.33
5. Selective K+ accumulation and Na+ exclusion in muscle cells without functioning
membrane pumps have been demonstrated.3y
6. Evidence for the pairing of K+ with cellular fixed charges has been provided by
NMR measurements.40
These arguments led us to conclude that the association-induction hypothesis is a con
ceivable working hypothesis. We performed experiments which were stimulated by the
controversy between the membrane theory and the association-induction hypothesis and
since our results confirm predictions of this hypothesis, we have at the present state of
debate no reason to construct at any price a membrane model which could save the
diffusion potential concept.
However, our results demand further investigation and tests:*
I. Using different kinds of cells or cell systems, it should be tested whether the RP
correlates to fast exchanging amounts of K+, Rb+ and Cs+ by varying the external K+/R b+
or K+/Cs* ratio over a wide range. (However, it is conceivable that some preparations are
not suitable for this purpose due to the uncertainties of the extracellular space measure
ments and a relative small surface of the cells under investigation.) In addition, the rela
tion between the RP and the intracellular K+ concentration should be reinvestigated to
resolve the problem of why some experiments described in the literature seem to prove
that the RP is dependent on the intracellular K+ concentration (see, e.g., ref. 41), whereas
other experiments do not reveal such a dependence.35-37 With regard to our findings, we
suggest that the RP is a phase boundary potential which is stable as soon as an equilib
rium exists between the external K+ and the adsorbed K7 at the cell membrane even if
an equilibrium between the external K+ and the bulk of cytoplasmic K+ is not yet
reached.
II. According to the association-induction hypothesis and our model, the competitive
adsorption of K*, Rb+ and Cs+ at negative sites of the cell surface determines the RP.
However, the competition of Na+ and Ca4"f at cell membranes is also discussed in the
literature42’43 and Goodford assumes that K+, Na+ and Ca++ may all compete at super
ficial anionic sites in the guinea pig taenia coli.10,11 Variation of the external Na+ should
reveal whether our model is correct. It would predict that Na+ does not compete for the

* Since we have no more support to test the hypothesis derived from our findings, we invite
others to do it.
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same sites as K \ Rb+ and ( У during the resting state since Na+ has little effect on the
RP. The effect o f Ca,+ on the rapidly exchanging amounts of
R bfr and Cs+ cannot
be predicted, but according to the association-induction hypothesis the preterred adsorp
tion of K.’ at membrane sites (and cytoplasm sites) during the resting state is controlled
by Ca+4 which is adsorbed at cardinal sites.3,44"46 On the other hand, Gilbert and
Ehrenstein assume a binding of Ca+* to negative fixed charges of the membrane which
determines a phase boundary potential at the outer surface of the membrane.4' This
model does not consider as important the binding or adsorption of K+ which also could
influence the phase boundary potential. New experiments should reveal if the model
must be revised.
HI. Hendrickx and Casteels conclude from experiments with the ear artery of the
rabbit that the electrogenic Na+-pump plays an important role in maintaining the mem
brane potential of arterial smooth muscle cells.48 All procedures which inhibit this pump
(K+-free solution, ouabain) induce a depolarization of the cells. These findings can be
explained according to the association-induction hypothesis in a different manner and
our findings suggest a possible test: It has been mentioned that the K+/Na+ distribution
in some living cells can be described quantitatively by cooperative adsorption isotherms.
At low external K* concentrations most of the adsorption sites are occupied by Na+.
Furthermore, ouabain controls the cooperative adsorption of KT and Na+ by lowering
the preference of the adsorption sites for K+ in relation to Na+.49 If the surface proteins
react in a similar manner, the shift from K+-ion adsorption to Na+-ion adsorption will lead
to a depolarization. Therefore, we expect with depolarizations caused by low external K+
concentrations or by ouabain that the rapidly exchanging amounts of K+ decrease to a
negligible value and that the adsorption of K+ can be described by a sigmoid-shaped
cooperative adsorption isotherm. If, with other cells, very low external K+ concentrations
do not cause a depolarization (see, e.g., ref. 50), it is expected that the adsorption of K+ to
the membrane sites can be described by a Langmuir adsorption isotherm (no cooperativity).
IV. The aim of a scientific theory is to provide equations which fit known experimental
results, which predict results of newly designed experiments, and which cannot be inval
idated by other experiments. The membrane theory has provided a successful equation
describing the RP approximately as a K*-diffiision potential with a “Na+-error.” But
since severe arguments are advanced against this equation,2,3’S1~S3 a major revision of the
model seems to be necessary. On the other hand, the followers o f the association-induc
tion hypothesis interpret the RP as a phase boundary potential but they have not yet
provided a convincing quantitative description of the RP at low external K+ concentra
tions. Ling has derived the following equation of the RP with the assumption that the
number of vacant anionie sites is negligible compared to the number of occupied anionic
sites of the cell surface:3
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Const.

Ф

( 2)

CK

in which ф is the RP, R the gas constant, T the absolute temperature, F the Faraday
constant and c K the external K+ concentration. This equation is only confirmed by experi
ments carried out at sufficiently high cK and Karreman revealed that the consideration
of the vacant anionic sites yields an equation which demonstrates a deviation from the
linear relation between ф and In cK at low cK.54 However, an experimental verification
of Karreman’s equation seems to be difficult and, to our knowledge, has not yet been
attempted. We therefore propose an equation which can be tested more easily: We
assume that the number NK of adsorbed K+-ions at the cell membrane is related to the
external K+ concentration cK by the following Langmuir adsorption isotherm (see Eq. 1):

Nк

kTQk KCK

(3)

l+kKcK

The adsorption constant k K is defined by (see, e.g., ref. 3, p. 303)
ads

kк

(p.f->£

exp K R T )

(4)

in which (p.f.)aKds is the partition function of the adsorbed K+-ion, (p.f.)£ the partition
function of the external free K+-ion, and ДE K the adsorption energy of the K+-ion. On
the other hand, ф is related to the number fNK (f= Const.) of adsorbed K*-ions per unit
cell surface by (see ref. 3, p. 269)
(p-f-ff*
fNK

K (p f)£

-A E K+F\}/
exp ( R T
)

(5)

By combining equations 3 and 5 we obtain with fN0 = Const.:
Const.

l+kKc K

(6)

This equation reveals a deviation from the linear ф - In cK relation at low cK and is
formally identical with equation 2 for high c K. Equation 6 can be tested easily insofar as
k K can be evaluated by fitting potential measurements, and independently by influx
measurements (see Eq. 1) or by measuring the rapidly exchanging amounts of K+ at differ-
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e n t c K.
If i ions (e.g., i = K.+, R b*, Cs+) compete for the same superficial anionic sites, we ob
tain with the adsorption constants k. and the external concentrations ct:
Const.
l+£k|Cj

(7)*

We have fitted the results of our earlier described potential measurements19,20 and
obtained the following adsorption constants in (mmoles/liter)"1: kK = 0.20; kRb = 0.29;
kCs = 0.11. These values are very similar to those obtained by influx measurements (see
Eq. 1).
Equations 6 3nd 7 should be tested by more detailed experiments whereby the follow
ing complications must be considered:
a. It could be difficult to evaluate the adsorption constants from influx measurements
if facilitory actions of the competing ions are involved.3,55
b. If the adsorption of K* and Na* at superficial anionic sites is governed by a cooper
ative adsorption, the preference of the adsorption sites for K* in relation to Na* will
shift to a preference for Na+ at low external
concentrations. Then, a depolarization
will be expected as mentioned above due to an increase of the adsorption constant of Na+
and a decrease of the adsorption constant of K+.
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